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GUIOf ... TO TUE F.VAl..lIATlON OF 
HUMAN EXPOSURE TO Not SE FROM l.ARGF. WI No TURIHNES 

1.0 ABSTRACT 

This document 15 ",tended for usc in designing and sit1n~ fut.uro largo wind 

turbine systems as well "5 for dssessing the no15o onvironment of oxhtin\1 wind 

turb1no systems. Guidance for evaluating human Axposuro to wind turbine noiso is 

provided and includes consideration of the source cbaracteristics. the propagA

t10n to the receiver location, and the exrosure of the reee1~_to the noise. 

The criteria for evaluation of human exposure are based on comparisons of the nois~ 

at th~ receiver location with the human perc~ption thresholds for wind turbine 

noise and noise-induced building vibrations in the pr~sen~e Of background noise. 

2.0 INTROOUCtION 

The development of wind turbines which are acoustically acceptable to the 

community requires an understanding of the human perception of. and response 

to, wind turhine noise and any noise induced building vibrations resulting from 

their operation. The factors which are hel leved to be important in eval uat1ng 

human exposure to wind turbin~ noise are shown schematically in figure 1. 

SOURCE PATH RECEIVERS C~.I~~J~. 
• IMPULSIVE • DISTANCE • BACKGROUND NOI SE • PERCEPT ION 
• BROADBAND • WINO GRADIENT • INDOOR/OUTDOOR • ANNOYANCE 

• VIBRAtiON 

Figure 1.- Wind turh1ne noise factors. 
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I\s indicatod. tho wind turtlinG gent'rator may produco noise with both impulsive 

("thumping") and broadband (llswishinn") chltractori!jtic$ (I"of. I.A). These 

noiso C0l11pOnonts (lrt1 modified by atmospheric pr('lpllg~t1on and tArl"ain effects 

boforo roaching tho receiver. The effects of wind turhine noise on tho 

rocoiver may be modified by factors such as the background noiso level. 

loc.ation of the receiver (indoor-sl outdoors). and the presence of any 

porc~pt1ble house vibrations induced by the no15o. To fully assess the 1mpac.t 

of the no1so, the receiver's perc~ption of, and response to, the acoustical 

factors (noise level and frequency, for example) and nonacoust1cal factors 

(time of day. for example) associated with the operation of the wind. tllrbine 

should be considered. 

thiS guide presents a procedure for evaluating wind turbine noise with 

(~mph~lsi!) on the acou.st.i.c.a.l factors. The guide is baSed upon results of reeent 

l.lboratory studies of human response to. wind turbine noise as well as informa

tion contained in the availahle literature on noise induced building vibra

tions. noise propagation in the atmosphere and wind turbine source character

istics. For compl~tencss. the background inforlnation used in the development 

of the gui de is presented in Appcndi cas A through E, and is based on experi

once with horizontal axis machines. The guide 1s intended for use in the 

dosi~ln. siting dnd assessment of wind turbine systems for community acc~pta-

bil 1ty. 

3.0 SCOPE 

The evaluation criteria are based upon the noise and noise-1nduced vibra

tions itt it receiver location. Nl.,iso tlnd vibration may be measured at a 

rl~l~lliv('r location if possiblf! or' may be infcrrl1d ft'om a knowledge of the noise 

(1t th(~ tu,.binc s1b~ (source- noise) alonq with an estimate of the propagation 
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offects. Tho data heroin are most directly applicable to sites trt which thn 

tntorven1n{1 torrain frllu tho no1sn sourco to a rneeiver is "ahti~ely flat Ilnd 

treoless. and th~ rocoivor is in a rural or suburban noighborhood. The scope of 

this guide in tprms of thp sourcp.. path and roceivor aro as follows: 

3.1 Source 

The wind turbtne noise may cnntain both impulsive charact'erist1cg lill" t.o 

hlade/tower-wake interactions ~d broadband noise due to unsteady flow over tho 

blades (Appendix A). A schematic representation of a spp.ctrum contai:'ting both of 

these comf'lonents is presented.. ill. figure 2. Although the detatls for calculating 

the source noise charactarist ics are not 1ncl uded in this document other than by 

reference (ref. 3). both impulsive and hroadband components are considered in the 

evaluation process, Impulsive noise is an important cOQsiderat1on for those 

horizontal axis configurations with downwind rotors for which there is the 

possibility of strong rotor hlade/tower-wake interactions. Broadband no1~p.t 

however, is of concern for all ~tpes of machines. 

SOUND 
PRESSURE 

LEVEl 

IMPULSIVE NOt SE 

T 
lOdB 
1-

100 

{BROADBAND NOISE 

::~ . ; ',',>. ,,'/' 

',.'< " , 

1000 
FREQUENCY, Hz 

10000 

f19ure 2.- Schematic diagram of noise spectrum from large wind turbine generator. 
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Th,l motiifh:ation uf tho ,,(lund in ~Wtlfl(l\latfn\l (.<'" ttm t,lIrh1na !lit" t.n ,1 

rft~~tvnr locatton 1~ considnrnd tn ho dur to dtst~nr~. wind, dod dhlorptlan 

"1' ttl(. ts (rl'h. q and lll). Thmw M fIll' t" il ro qll""t.1f i m1 h~l'wd upon di' til 11V~1 t1 dh 1 t' 
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riqur~ 3.- Scht'lIh,tic, 111ust.Nt;on of thl' Mfl~~.t~ of 
. dhtt'tnCl' ,lOti win,f dirt'ction on t.hl1 sound 

from wind turbin~ g~nrrdtor~. 

lhl' prcdlcth,n of sOlilld ~}rl'SSUt,(, l('v~ls dowfl\~ind of it \~lnd turbinu is b\'\~('d 

uron sph~r1cal spreading and atmospharic absorption (fig. 3). In the upwind 

dirl~l:t.ion an t'H1dttilln,11 f.1ctor. sh,tt1m~ :Me fnrlMtion. is included 11'1 t.ht' prt'dic~ 

t ion method. 

Thl" rl~l'l\ivl'r e)(pOSllrt~ is lw,\luat..~d bl\t.h ouhide and insh1\~ the h",us{'. 

()\It.s1d~. the rtH'.llivnr 'S l~onsith~rl'd t.n l\l(peril;\nc~ wind turhinl' nofsl~ in t.lw 



In considering the human expofiure to no1so and vibration, tho suggested avalua~ 

tion criteria are baned ltpan tho human porcoption thr~sho'ds for both. Tho oval .. 

uat ion cr1 teria for tho no15e are hLlsod IIllon tho rQlwl ts of laboratory simula

tions of wind turbino noho wh1.c.h wora conductnd ill direct support of this effort 

to dovolop wind turbino noiso gu1dolinos.- Thr-dota1ls of these tQsts as well as 

the results ure givon in Appcnd!x A. Tho evaluation criteria for the building 

v1hrllt ion arc based on bu1l di n9 res~'onse data (primarl1y from a1 rcraft rlyovcr 

tests) and the International Standards Organization guidelines for human response 

to vibration. The details for determining building vibrat1~nd associated 

~uman effects are co~ta1ned in Appendix C. 

The recommended goal for designing and siting future machin&s is that the 

noise ahd vibtation levels at the receiver location be belOw tha respective per

ception threshold values when considered alon~ with the backuround noise. 

4.0 EVALUATION PROCEnURE 

This section describes the recommehded procedures for acqUiring, analyzing 

and interpreting the data required in each of the steps of the evaluation proce

dure which is illustrated $chemati~ally in figure 4. 

BACKGROUND 
NOISE I--

HUMAN RESPONSES 
TO NO\SE. 

WIND TURSINE 
NOISE 

ATMOSPIIER I C 
PROPAGATION 

NOISE AT 
RECEIVlR 

BUILDING VIBRATION 
RESPONSES 

HUMAN RESPON~ES TO 
'-----.of NOI S[ AND VI BRATtON t----' 

Figure 4.- Evaluation of human exposure to wind turbine noise. 



4.1 SourCe Oescr1pt1on 

The source "oha should he prrdfctod or meuured At a reference 1 ()cation 

near tho mach1Qu. A o1stance of ~no motori downwind of the machine 15 retorn. 

monded ano w.411 be rcforreo to as tho "roforonrt' eli stanco." rho spectrum sh~ul 0 

bo presented in terms of ono=th1rd octavo· bands covering a frequency rango from 

?O to at least 2000 Hertz ... If the machino .has impulsive (thumpIng) chllracter. 

istics. a narr~w band spectrum should he dOtermin~d in addition to tho one-third 

octavo band spectrum. The nc1rrow band spectrum shoul d hllVa a bandwi dth rosol u

tion narrower than the bladg passagp. frequ~ncy and should cover a frequency ran~~ 

from blade passag~ to at lp.ast 100 Hertz. Spectral components which occur below 

3 Hertz may be difficult to measure without the aid of special lOw fre~uency 

microphones. Howev~r. it is believed that these very low frequency blade passage 

harltlOnics will not be significant in most cues. 

the noise spectra are dependent upon operating conditions at the site suc.b-- -

as the velocity and direction of the wind, and hence are time dependeht. It is 

recommended that spectra be selected for evaluation which are representative of 

those which would be experienced for sustained periods of time (greater than 30 

minutes) during op~rations which produce the highest levels of noise. 

4.1.1 Measu~em~nt COnsiderations.- The measurement of wind turbine generator 

noise may be difficult because of the adverse effects of the wind_ Backgrourtd 

noise level~ due to wind blowing over the microphone tend to be highest at very 

low frequencies, decrease rapidly as frequency increases, and at frequencies 

ahove a few hundred Hertz cease to be a significant prohlem. Several procedu~es 

are recommended for minimizing the wind noise effects such as: the use of a wind

screen, location of the microphone near the ground surface where wind velocities 

ar~ relatively low, and the choice of a reference location close to the machine to 

maximize the Signal to background noise level. The use of low frequency filtering 

can also be very useful as a means of minimizing the effects of wind noise. 
t' 
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4.2 Atmospheric Propaoation 

Whon available. propagation d~ta ~cqu1r~~ at tho to~t ~itp ~houla be usod 

in ostimating the noi50 ~t tho recoiver location. tn tho absence of ~uch 

Qfltl1. pl'ocf1duro5 ~ro rocommendod (Appm",1h n) for estimat.ing tho noho upw1nrt. 

downwind and crosswind (qO~ to tho wind diroct1on) of tho machine. Tho 

moasured ~r prpdictod sound prossuro laval spoctrum should first he corrected 

to tht1 rofort~nco distance of 20n ml~tOrs hy tho following: 

SPL2 c: Sound pr(!ssure level at 20n meters 
SPLl 1: Sound ~lre~sure lovel at r meters 
r c Distance from machino at which measurement or 

pr~d1ct1o~ was made. 

4.2.1 Oownwind.- The attenuation downwind is estilnated based only on spherical 

spreading and atmospheric absorption. Fi~llI~ 5 gives the sound pressure level 

reduct i on as a tunct i on of frequency and distance from the wi nd turbi ne. 

OISlANCE fROM 
WINtJ TURBINE. 

m 

6000 . 

4000 . 

2000 .. 

1 
20 

.. 1 ... 
30 

1. 
40 

SOUND I'Rl~SURr lIVH IUOliClION, dB 

. , ___ ... .I 

SO 

Figure 5.- Sound pressure level reductions due to spherical spreading 
and atmospheric absorption for various frequencies as a 

function of dtstdnce from wind turbine. 
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4.~.2 Cros5w1nd.~ Attenuation croS~w!Pd-1s e~t1matad in the same manner AS 

~ownw1nd propagation using figuro 5. 

4.2.3 Upwind ... Sound pl"oplloating upwind raslllttt in the formation of ~ shadow 

lana in w.b1ch rapid sound attenu(ltion takas placa. Thu distance from tho 

",,,chi no to the edge of tho shadow ZOQQ hi depondont on both the w:!.~f!tld and 

the height of tho noiso source lIboVQ tho grounrt. Figura ti may be usod to 

rlet~rmino this distanco. It is suggested that tho lowost operating wind speed 

be used (low speed cut-out) and the sourc~ height be the to~ of the rotor disc 

for broadband sound and thO bOttom of the rotor disc for 11npllhive sound. 

3500 

3000 

2500 

DISTANCE 2000 
TO SHADOW 
ZONE 0, m 1500 

1000 

500 

o 

WIND VELOCITY 
AT HUB .. S m/sec 

50 100 
SOURCE HEIGHT hI OR h2' m 

150 

Figure 6.- Distance to the edge of shadow zone as a 
function of source height and wind velocity. 

Sound presSure levels at distances between the machine and the edg~ of 

t.he shadow zone may be estimated based on spherical spreading and atmosphe'ric 

absorption. Figure 5 specifies the reduction in noise level to be applied to 

the reference sound pressure level (SPL2) as a function of frequency and 

distance from the wind turbine. 
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F1gurQ 1.- Excess sound attenuation tn the shadow 
zone as a func!t i on of frequency and distance. 

A rapid drop in sound pressure l~vel. which is frequency dependent, 

otcurs duri n9 the f1 rst 400 m ins i de the shadow zone as given by f1 gure 7. 

This figure also displays the reduction in sound pressure level which occurs 

at intermediate distances between the edge of the ~hadow zone and 400 ~. 

Sound pressure levels heyond this distance are again based on spherical 

spreading and atmosph~ric absorption (fig. 5). A numerical example of this 

calculation procedure is presented in Appendix E. 

4.3 Receiver Exposure 

As indicated by the flow chart of figure 4. the evaluation of the noise 

exposure at the receiver location consists of two parts: an evaluation of the 

noise effects on the receiver and an evaluation of the noise-induced building 

vibration effects on the receiver. It is recommended that the goal for design 

and Siting of machines be such that the levels of noise and vibration at the 

receiver location be below the perc~pt10n thresholds when considered along 

9 



with the ha~kQrOlmct noise levoh A~~ocinta" with the peri.octa of hiUh turh1ne 

nQi~a. The eVA1untian of tha no1~o And tho v1hrAti~n are con~1derect aap~" 

rataly an follawn. 

4.3.1 Outfi1de Noifla f,vdlulltion • ." Th{l nvnluat10n af wind turll1na l;Joneratar 

noha out!) 1do bull dingS involves tho tomporal ltnd spot tal c:haractal"iit icn of 

tho t'I1ach1no. tho ,lort:1nont atmosphoric propa90tion phonomon.'l. and tho back. 

~round noise at tn@ roeo1vQr loent1on. Roth tho broadband no1so eomponents 

and tho narrow band impu~sivc no1so compononts should be conSidc~. 

4.3.1.1 Background Noise.- The h~aring percoption threshold data 

contained herein w~re determined for background no1sa spectra having shapp.s 

similar to those of f1gurt} 8 which apply to rural/suburban settings. FOr 

other situat1on~ suth as in urban Or 1ndu~tr1a' settings background noise 

spectra should be measured on a one.third octave band basis or estimated from 

reference 11. 

4.3.1.2 Broadband Noise •• A one.third octave ba~d spectrum of the 

wi nd turbi ne no1 se should be compared to the one·th1 rd octave band tpectrum of 

the background noise. The procedure is il'ustratad in figure 8, as an 

example. To be belO\~ the pereeption threshold, the noise level at a receiver 

location should be below the noise leval of the back~round noise for all 

one.third octave bands. No adverse human response is predicted for cases 

where the levels of the turbine noise are equal to or below the background 

levels. If the levels exceed the background noi~et Table 1 (modified from 

ref. 12) indicates the potential human response. 

10 
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Figure 8.- Example 01 broadband noise that would be just percept1blG 
in the presenc& of tha assumed background noise. 

TABLE 1.- ESTIMATED COMMUNITY RESPONSE TO WIND TURBINE GeNERATOR NOI~~ 

",,...,. ..... _" ........... ..---

AMOUNT IN DECI BELS BY ESTI MATED COMMUNITY RE:. ~O~SE 
WHICH ·THE RATED NOt SE 
EXCEEDS THRESHOLD LEVEL CATEGORY DESCRIPTION 

• 
0 NONE NO OBSERVED REACTION 

5 LITTLE SPORADIC COMPLAINTS 

10 MEDIUM WIDESPREAD COMPLAINTS 

15 STRONG THREATS OF COMMUNITY ACTION 

20 VERY STRONG VI GOROUS COMMUNITY ACTION 
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4.3.1.3 Impulsive NOise ... A narl'ow band spectrum of the wind tut'b1ne-

should be c:ompa"ed ~"! .. :, the curves of figure 9, which are for . ...lLllt.ach1ne having a 

fundamental blade passage frequency of 1 Hl. Adjustments should be made for 

other frequencies according t~: 

ASPL Q 10 l0910(blade passage frequency) 

Thus, the curves for 0.5 Hz fundamantal would he 3 dB 1 ower.- and the curves for a 

2 Hz fundam~ntal would be 3 dB higher than those presented in figure 9. 
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Figure 9.- Thresholds of perception for impulsive noise for 
different background ~oise levels (1.0 Hz fundamental). 

To be below the perception threshold, the sound pressure levels of turbine 

noise spectra should be below the threshold curves throughout tM frequ~ncy 

rdnge presented. If the sound pressute levels exceed those of the curves. human 

response as given in Table I may result. 

One may interpolate between the curves of figure 9 if the background noise 

11.'vels are different than those presented. However, the usefulness of figure 9 

i~ linited to situations in which the shape of the background noise spectrum does 

not differ s19hificantly from those used in the ~tudy of Appendix 8. 
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4.3.? Inside No1!lf' fVtlll"'tton .... Tho nvalunt10n of insidtl nohe involves 

tho additional factors of noHt.) rnduct.ion loss from outside to inSide. tho dimon .. 

sions and layout of the rooms drd thH inside hackgrnund noi!lo. For froqunnc1~s 

ahov£! fin Hl the house noise reduction data of f1~ur'1 10 apply diroct.ly and pm'mit 

the ostimation of inside noise lovols (AppondiK el. 

_. PROJECTED 
40 \\\' RANGE OF AVAllA.BlE MEASUREMENTS 

NOISE 30 
REDUCTION, 

dB 20 

10 

O~I --~----~--~I------~I--------~I------~I 
1.0 10 100 1000 10000 

FREQUENCY, Hz 

Figure 10.- Hous~ noise reduction as a function of frequency 
for the windows closed condition. 

At frequencies helow 51) Hz very few data ar{~ avaitah"e to indicate how the inSide 

and outside acollstic fielc1s are r~lated and hence zero noise reduction is assumed. 

Once the transmitted noise and house amhient noise are determined, th~ same evalua-

tion procedures are followed as for the outside noiSe situation. 

4.3.3 Building Vihrdtion Evaluation.- The evaluation of the response to noise

induced huilding vihratilln is determined from figure 11. which uses an assumed 

onc-third octdv~ band wind turhine noise spectrum for illustrative purposes. Thp 

outside noise spectrwn associated with the turbine operations can induce vihrations 

of the windows. walls and floors (Appendix C and refs. 13 and 14) dS illustrated. 

The recommended design goal is that the responst' of the walls be helow the huml\n 

perception threshold, or below thl~ ambient perceptible vibration. 
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Figure 11.- Sound pressure levels suffici~nt to cause percent1ble 
vibrations of house structure elements over a range of freqlJ~ncies. 

It is believed that in a residential environm~nt human perception 

(wholebody) of the floor vibration would be unacceptable. Although the 

effects of noise on building response and building damage are discussed in 

Append1x C, it 1s believed that the levels of turbine noise will generally be 

well below those required fof' building damage. 

4.3.4 COmbined Noise and Vibration Evaluation.- Perception threshOld 

criteria for noise (4.3.1 and 4.3.2) and vibrations (4.3.3) are det1ved 

separately and there are no proviSions for combined environment effects. If 

both noise and vibration thresholds are exceeded, it is recommended that a 5 

d8 increment be added to the higher of the two levels for entry into the left 

hand column of T~'le t to estimate the resulting reaction. 
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S.O SUMMARY ANO RECOMMENOArlONS 

This guide has heon prepared for usa in the des1un. siting and assossment 

of wind turbino ~ystems for community acceptability. The 0valuat1on 15 base~ 

on the nOise at the rece1vpr location which may he measured rlirectly or infer

rod from a knowledge of the noho at the turbine site along with an estimate 

of tho atmospheric propagation effects. The evaluation criteria for hUm4Q 

cxposu.ee. involves a comparison of the noiso at a receiver location and any 

noise-induced building vibration with the human pe~ception thresholds for wind 

turbine noise and building vibration. The effects of background nOise are 

included in the evaluation. Th~ recommended design/Siting goal is that the 

levels of noise and vibration at the receiver location b~ below the perception 

thresholds at the appropriate background noise conditions. 
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APflENO I X A 

RAOIATlON OF AEROOVNAMIC SOUNO FROM l.M'.lf. WINO TlIIlRINE GENFR,~TORS 

To assoss the acousttcnl impact. of l"rfl(\ wind turbin(! 9"norators, which 

ml1y opor4lto stn~ly 0" tn mult.1plo units, an IIndorst,lnd1n9 of tho baSic sOllnd 

\10nHrat1ng mechanisms is required. Thl' purposo of this Appondh 15 to Ch~'lr,H'

tur1le and assess tho importllncc llf tho sourcos of ,lorodynamic sound from 

various types of wind turbine gonerators. 

fVPES OF WINO TURRtNE GENERATORS 

Wind turbine ge~erators. which covor a wide range of power ratings from 

kilowatts to ~egawatts. can he catC!goriz~d as vertical a~is or hor1z~ntal a~1s 

machines as indicated in figure Aul. Vertical axis machines include the 

Oarriells \lnd Gyromill types. They typically have 2 to 4 blades which rotate 

about avert i cal ax is~ .. th('y c1rp nc:md; rect 1 OM 1 with respect to the wi nd and 

require powGr input for starting. 

WIND .. 
I I 

) -

\ \ 

/ \ J \ 

DARRIEUS GYROMlll DOWNWIND UPWIND 

VERTICAL AXIS HORIZONTAL AXiS 

Figure "-1.- Types of larne wind turl:1ine generators. 
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Hor1lontal axis machines are salf startino, have 1 or moro blades, and 

operate in tho range 17"40 rpm. Their desion incorporatos automatic Pitch con" 

trol for constant rotat tond 1 spn~d Md other control and !Hlfoty systems cli rocted 

by microprocessor un.its. They ""0 reforrecl to Ill, oithor upwind or downwind 

mllch1nes dop~ndin9 on thO location of thtl rotor with rO!lpm::t to tho sup,lort1n\1 

tower, Th~y operate most efficiently when alinnlld with the wind 'lector. 

70 .-.......... 

60 

SOLIND 
PRESSURE 50 

LEVEl. 
dB 

40 

\ / 
1\ \ 
/ \ 'x \ I, 

LOADING '\ , 
HARMONICSJ, \ 

BOUNDAR Y LA YER • 
TRAILING EDGE 
INTERACTIONS 

~ 

'\ \ 
\ 

INflOW X 
TURBULENCE -,- \. \ MfCHAN1~ 

30----~--------~--------~~------~~-J 10 100 1000 10 000 20000 
ONE-THIRD-OCTAVE BAND CENTER FREQUENCY. 'Hz 

Figu~e A-2.- Acoustic sources for a downwind hotitontal 
axis wind turbine generator 

Acousrtc SOllRCES 

Acou~t1c sources associated \!fith vertical axis and downwind horizontal axis 

machines are illustrated in figure A-2 which contains an example froquency 

spectrum of a downwind horizontal axis wind turbine. The spectrum can be 

divided into discrete frequency harmonics and broadband components. Loading 

hdrmonics associated with both steady and fluctuating blade loads are at 

multipleS of the blade passdge frequp.nc.y and hence occur at very low fre-

quenci es. The discrete frequency components caused by steady aerodynami c 

loading are dominated by the loading harmonics which arise from the interaction 
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of the rotor with the turbulont wake behind the towor. n1tcreto tones around 

10.000 Hz are cau~ed by a mechanical I tlquf'llk" which occurs once par revolution. 

The sourcas of broadband sound. which are important for all wind turbine 

generators,are spread over it very wide frequency riln\1e from subaudible into tho 

normal r4nga of hearing. At low frequonc1es (20.150 Hz) the mechanism for air .. 

foil generated sound is the phonOmonon of fluctuating 11ft due to the inter

actions of the inflow turbulence in the atmosphere with tho blade leading edgo. 

The random vertical and horizontal velocity fluctuations Cause effective angle of 

attack changes which in turn result in unsteady airfoil loads and associated 

sound radIation. Another mechanism for generation of sOund by an airfOil in 

motion is the convection of the turbulent boundary layer Pist the trailing edge 

of the airfoil. It is best represented by an edge dipole which rad1ate~ mainly 
I 

forwa~d and to the sides. The radiated SOllDd can be character1ted by a broad 

spectral peak at frequencies between AOO and 2500 Hz. These broadband sounds are 

clearly present in the frequency spectrum depicted in figure A-3 wht.c.b... was 

obtai ned for an upwind horizontal axis machi nee No intense discrete low-frequency 
V 

SPl, 
dS 

~ 

80 /~ 
INFLOW ~ 

TUR~UlENCE 

50 
"....... ,/"'BACKGROUNO "-''< WINO NOISE 

, 

'--" .. 40 

'--- ---

~------~~--------~~--------~ 100 1000 10000 
FREQUENCY, Hz 

Figure A-3.- Acoustic sources for an upwind horizontal axis wind turbine generator. 
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componontn arc pra6ont. Other hroarlhand ~ource6 fiuch as direct radiation from tho 

tUt"bulortt hounctary layers and tho aerodynamic Wt,kofi from the blades. vorteK 

shodd1nu. Reparated flaws duo to loeqli1.od stall inn and the interacting af tho 

aerodynamic f10w with surface roughness, proturbanccs, cavities and slots arc found 

not to bo important for the machinos discussod in ~cferQncos 1 and 2. 

NOISE PR£DICtIONS 

There are nO known methods for noise ptediction which are well establ1shod and 

validated for large wind turbine generators. Data which relate to noise prediction 

are included 10 references 1-R. ~eierences 2 and 3 contain procedures for predict

ing Some features of the broadband noise, and reference 4 eontains methodology for 

predicting the narroW band (impulsive) noise. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS---

Radi ated aerodynamic sound from wi net turbi ne generators cons ists of broadband 

components for all machines while, in addition, roto~s operating in the turbulent 

wake of their supporting tower display 1~tense low frequency ha~monics. The impor

tant broadband sourceS are due to turbulent inflow and 1nteraction between the tur

bult!nt boundary layers and the blade trailing edge. 
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APPENotx a 

HUMAN PERCF.PTlIlN THRESHOWS FOR WINO TuRSINF. NOlSf: 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose Of this appondix is to prosent t~o roQults of e~per1monts eonductoo 

to determine the percept10n thresholds for wind turbine spectra covering tho ranno 

of Qxisting and future machine designs and opor4ting conditions. Thr0sholdS of 

detection for a range of impulsive stimuli associated with blade/tower-wake inler

actions and for broadband sounds associated with trailing edge nOise are presented 

for diffarent levels of background (ambient) noise. These results have been pre

sented previously (ref. 1). 

APPARATUS AND PROCEDURES 

Tests were conducted to determi ned the threshol d of detect ion for the impulS he 

"thumping" sounds which result from blade/tower-wake interactions. This stimulus 

is believed to be the dominant source of annoyance in large downwind machines such 

as the MOD-1 configuration. Although the thump resulting from a blade paSSing 

through the wake of the tower is uniquely defined by the time history of the pres

sure pulse, it is more common to define the noise by a frequency spectrum which, 

with information on the phase relationshi~, between harmonic components, completely 

describes the noise signature. Since phase information is not always available 

from measurements or calculations, a preliminary study was conducted to examine the 

importance of phase to the subjective detection of the noise. Four phase condi. 

tions were examined; three having coherent phase relationships and one being 

random. For the first three (nonrandom) conditions, the threshold of detection was 

found to be independent of phase and lower in level (7-10 dB) than that foun~ for 

the random phase condition. For this reason, the impulsive sounds used in this 

study had a coherent phase relationship betweeh harmonic components. 
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Nind turbine ta~t at1tnul1 waro computer gonarl1tad illlQ conahteQ of a funda ... 

mantal frequency (blado p~stlago) ilnd up to 250 hllrmonica for which ampl1tudo and 

rhiHw w~ro dafinad. A t.vP1ca1 wind turbino aouna Ilpoctrum IInf1 tfmo hhtory ufiod 

in tho tOHt ilro profH1ntoc1 in f1f\uro R."l. S1nco tho sound I1mpl1f1cl1t1on/rpprorluc" 

tion ftystom introduct1!l flh~fin llnd amplituda tf1fitort1on, tha t.rl1n!ifcr funct.ion 

twtwoon tho output from tho eomputor linn It m1crophnno ",l/lend at tho locntion of 

tho test subjoct's ear W(lS clllculiltod. This t.fMSfQr function watl 1ncor~ortlt(\d 

in tho noise generation software, enabling the des1rod spectra dnd time historins 

to b~ producod in tho anechoic test facility (fig. B-2). This facility ha~ 

dimensions of 4 m x 2.5 m x 2.5 m (cutoff frequency of 150 Hz) and is equipped 

with two loudspeakers having a fr~quoncy response of 5 Hz to 20 kHz. 
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Figure B-l.- Schematic representations of wind turbine 
impulsive noise spectrum and time history. 
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Figur~ a-2.- Anechoic test facility. 

As a result of measurem~nts of the MOO-2 wind turbin~ (r~f. 2) it was 

deUl"mined that the subjectively dominant sour,d was charactet"ized lJy a broad 

spectral peak occurring in the 800-1000 Hz range. This is as~ociated with thIoW-Q-----

interaction between the blade boundary layer and its trailing edge and is pre-

dictable based upon blade geometry and tip speed. It is b~11eved that this may 

be an important noise generation mechanism for both "upwind" and "downwind" 

machines. In order to encompass a range of present and future designs of large 

wind turbines. broadband sounds having peak frequencies of SOOt 1000. and 2000 

Hz were synthesized by shaping white noise. These three sounds and a recording 

of MOD-2 made 76 m (250 ft ) directly upwind were used in the laboratory to 

determine thresholds of detection • . 
In order to examine the effectS of background noise. tape recordings were 

made at night in a suburhan/rural location for lise in the laboratory. A short 

section of tape, having a constant sound pressure level and no identifiable 

events such as automobile passbys, was selected and a tape loop constructed. 

This background noise was played continuously during which time thresholds of 

detection of wind turbine sounds were determined. 
25 
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In cond\lct 1 nu a test. a 61 ng1 e subject was seated in front of the loud .. 

spoak~r5 and instructed to pre~fi a hand~held switch when the wind turbine sound 

was peard (fig. ""3). This switch activated a light which was monitored-by the 

test conductor. the sound proRsure level of the sound was slowly reduced until 

no longer detoctable and then slOwly raised unt1t-detectable again. This 

process was repeated until cdnsi~tent ftscend1ng and deScending t~resholds were 

achieved. The mean of these two values was considered to be the threshold of 

detection. 

cz:::JLEVEL 
~~ORDE 

ANECHOIC ROOM 

N~~~~W 't--r----iof-----..J MICROPHONE 
SPECT~UM 
ANALYZER 

II GHT SIGNAL 

AUDIO
ElECTRONICS 

HANOSWITCH 

Figure B-3.- Stimuli presentation and subjective response system. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Impulsive Sounds 

The primary objective of this part of the study was the determination of 

the threshold of detection for bpulsive turbine .noise having a variety of 

spectra in the frequency range from 20 to 110 Ht. Frequencies below 20 Hz, were 

considered to be unimportant for listening tests due to the extreme insensi

tivity of the ear to wind turbine noise levels in this low frequency region. 
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TheSl' spectra wore synthes11ec1 basod nn 111O~'5urod ,1ata from tho MOI) ... 1 fiitO as "loll 

itS calculations of the spt'ctra rosu1t1ng from blade/tower-wake 1ntorac:t;(l"s 

(rr.fs. 3 and 4). 

The spectra w(~re designed IHlC.h that dotect1on would be ~'lchtovod Over it narrow 

froqu~ncy fdnue. This was accol:1plished by (:ompat'1n\1 Sf1(lctruln lovels with th(\ ISO 

~HII"e tone threshold (or minimum ,ludibl0 fiClld ... MAF) (rt'f. 5), for l'xamplo, if the 

lavol of tho spectrum in figurt~ A-I is raised. the freqUl:mcy components n(~ar (010 117 

will be the first to intersect the MAF curve, and hence this frequnncy rngion is 

considered dominant. A total of 10 Spflctra, having it fundamental "blade passage" 

frequency of either n.s Hz or 1.0 Hz were designC!d to he dominat.ed. subjectively, 

by harmonics at different frequenci eS as shown in fi9ure B.4. Those havi n9 " 1.0 

Hz fundamental wet-e dominated by components at 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100 Hz and those 

having a 0.5 Hz fundamental were dtlminated by components at 30, SO, 70, 90 and 110 

Hz. For the purpose of clarity figul"C 8-4 presents spectral "envelo.pesll rather 

than showing the spectrum levels of the individual harmonics. Detection thres

holds were determined for each of the 10 sounds lI~ing nine test subjects, none of 

whom had Significant hearing loss. The standard deviations of the threshold nIDas

urements w~rc found to be typically 2.5 df;. with a tendency for the spectra having 

0.5 Hz fundamental to have the higher standard deviations. 

The narrow band spectra as presented in figure R-4 are at the mean of th~ 

threshold levels measured for each subject. Tangential curves were fitted to the 

spectral peakS and are presented in fiqure 8-5 for comparison. Due to the higher 

harmonic density t the curve for the spectra having 0.5 Hz fundamental is lower 

than the 1.0 Hz CdS!?. Also shown is the ISO puru tone or minimum audtbln fluld 

(MAf) threshold (ruf. 5) which has the same general shape. The differencu in 

levC!l between the wind turbine CUt'ves and th(' MAF curve may be attributed to the 

int~grdt1on time and to the critical bandwidth of the human ear (ref. 6) which is 

fdr grl"dter than the odndwfdt.h used in the spectral aMlysh. 
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Figure a-5.- Detection thresholds. 

Detection thresholds wer~ also determin~d for some of the wind turbine 

sounds in the presence of backgtound noise. All five sOunds having a 1.0 Hz 

fundamental and two havin~l a 0.5 Hz fundamental were presented to eight test 

sub,lects. Detection thresholds were determined in two hw.cl.s.-of-background 

noise (35 and 45 dB(A)). having sp~ctra as shown in figure B~6. 
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Tangent1al curves ware fitted to those spectra li,W~!':g a 1 Ii? fundamental at 

their mean threshold level. Those curves a~e p~esentfld in figure 8·7 And are 

compared with the threshold nlOiH;ured in "quiet." Figure 8·7 shows that an 

incroase in backgrou~d noise of 10 dR raises the detection threshold of the wind 

turbine sounds 10 dB at the highQr frequencies but only 3 dB at the lower fron 

quenc1es. Tho fact that it is not 10 dB at all frequencies may h~ attributed to 

the shape of the background noUe spectrum, which "tasks the higher frequencies 

much more than the lower ones. The threshold chan~e observed at the lower fre

quencies is dUe! to the-downward .spread of masking caused by the hi.gher frequen

ci es present in the background noBe rather than due to masking by the: lOwe,. 

frequencie~ in the background noise. Consequently, the usefulness of figure 9-7 

is limited to situations in Which background noise spectra do not differ signif

icantly from those used in this study (fig. B-6). 
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Roth d~tect1dn expnr1mants ind1c~tD that the frequency of tho fundamental is 

a s1gn1f1cdnt vdr1able (fig. R-fi). However, it ifi possiblo to USA the 1.0 Hl 

fundltmontdl curVO!l CHi 11 rt1foronc(\ ,lnd mako adjustmonts on a logarithmic (energy) 

hasis for tho actual bladl1 PMHlilflfl froquoncy. Thus, the cur've for a 0.5 Hl funda~ 

mental would be 3 dB lowor and thC' curvo for 2.0 Hz would be 3 dA highor than tM 

1.0 Hz fUhdAntOntal Curvp.. FurthMl1lore. the frl'~uency analysis bandwidth should ho 

loss than tho fundJmnntal fr~quonty. The uso of on~-third and octa~e band 

analysis is not rf!colll1tl(mded duo to t.ho st('ep slope of the threstit)ld curves. 

Certain 'limitations of the preceding results ne~d to be cons1d"red. Me,ln 

threshold data have, been presented and consequently some p~ople will be able to 

detect sound at lower levels. Also. the spectra used to generate the t~reshold 

curveS were specifically designed such that detection waS achieved over a narrow 

frequency range. The t.hreshold level of sounds which hav~ components at or near 

the threshold curve over a wi der ft'equency range is unknown at thi s time but may 

be presumed to be somewhat lower than the val lies determi ned in the present study. 

Broadhand Sounds 

Oetection thresholds were determined lIsing three synthesized sounds having 

peak frequencies of 500, 1000 dnd 2'000 Hz tlnd a recording of MOn-2. Eight 

suhjects took part. none of whom had significant'hearing loss. 

Figure R-R displays the one-third octave band spectra of the sounds at the 

mean threshold level and the ISO pure tone threshold (ref. 5). The peak one-third 

('letave band sound pressure l~vels arl1 in goorl agreement with the pure tonp thresh

old at the same frequency. which is to be expected since the critical bandwidth of 

thc human ear ;s approximately one.third of an octave in tilts frequency range 

(ref. 6). It is noteworthy that the detection threshold of the MOO-2 recording is 

indistin~luishable from that of th~3 synthesizcd sound having the same peak fre· 

quency. 
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Attempts were made to determine thresholds in the presence of background 

noise (fig_ 8-6). ThiS proved to be possible for the MOD-2 recording which had 

~er1odic amplitude modulation, but impossible for the synthesized sounds which 

displayed no such modulation. The spectra at mean thresrrold level in the 

pr~sence of background noise at 35 and 45 dBCA) are shown in figure 8-9. It was 
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concluded t~at a signal to noiso ratio of 0 dB in anyone-third octavp band is 

fiuff1c1ent for detection. It should be noted that detection cannot be predicted 

on the basis of overall moasures such as dR(A). 

CONCLUOING REMARKS 

Thresholds of detection have been determinod for two Wind tllrhtQt,l noise 

components, namely low frequency impulsive s~und associated with 

blade/tow~r~wake interactions and br~adband sound associated with blade bou~dary 

layer/trailing edge intel"a.ctions. The thresholds wera measured in "quiet" and 

in the presence of background (ambient) noise and will enable assessment of the 

detection of a predicted or measured nois~ ~ondition at a receiver lotation. 
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APPENflYX C 

RESPONSE OF BIJILOINGS TO NOISE EXCITAtION 

JNTROOUCTlON 

Ona aspect of cOI1ll11unity raspons(\ to noise invo1v~s people inside houses. 

Since house structures have many components whiCh are readily ~xc1ted by noise 

and which can be coupled, they respond as complex vibrating systems. Th~Se 

dynamic responSes are significant because they affect the environment of the 

observers inside the house. The nature of this noise induced house excitation 

problem is illustrated in figure e-! . 

..-/NOISE TRANSMISSION\.. 
OUTSIDE (.. INSIDE 
£XCITATlON~ VIBRAT ON --10BSERVATICNS 

• NOI SE INDUCED NOI SE • NOI SE 

• VIBRATION 

• DAMAGE 

Fi gure e-l.- Nature of noi se-induced house structure responses (ref. 3). 

A person inside the house cen sense the i~p1ngement of noise on the ~xter

~al $urfaces of the house by means of the following phenomena: noise trans

mitted through the structure from outside to inside (refs. 1-6); the vibrations 

of the primary components of the building such as the floors, walls and windows 

(refs. 2, 3, 7 and R)i the rattling of objects such as dishes, ornaments and 
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shelves which are set in motion by the vibration of the primary components (rafs. 

2. 3 and 9); and in the extrema cases damago to tho ~econdary structuro such as 

plaster and tile and/or furnishings (rofs. 7 and 10). 

The purpose of this appendix is to summarizo availahle data on house .r-aspen-

50S to noisa excitation and thus to define tho rolo of house responses in tha 

problem of community reaction to environmental noisQ. 

VIBRAil()NS OF HOUSE MAIN STRUCTURE COMPON£NTS 

Data on the vibtation responses of houses is derived from several different 

sources. Some measurements are available from buildings instrumanted with accel

erometerS. deflection gaug~s and/or ~train gauges on walls. "oors, ceilings and 

windows to record transient reSponses due to flyovers of subsonic jet and propel. 

ler aircraft and hel1~)ters; and the sonic booms of supersonic aircraft (r~fs. 2 

and 11-15). In addition a number of experiments have been conducted i~ which 

mechanical shakers have been used to excite and measure the responses of houses 

and house components (refs. 2 and 8). Results of the flyover and mechanical 

vibration tests are consistent and tend to characterize the manner in which house 

structures respond to acoustic loadings. 

Frequencies and Mode Shapes 

Example mode shapes and frequencies for a one-story test house ate given in 

figures C-2 and C-3. The data of figure C-2 were obtained by means of a frequency 

sweep for a constant input vibratory force and at a given point of excitation on 

the wall of bedroom number 1 (see insert sketch). The excited wall had a funda

mental resonance at 16.6 Hz. The other wall of the room and its floor had reso

nances at 21.4 and 26 Hz respectively. nata for a number of different house 

structures indicate frequency values from about 12 to 30 Hz. The above results 

are representative of typical house structure responses in the first resonance or 

"oit canning" modeS of the type illustrated in figure C-2. Note that there is 
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evidence of structural and/or air cavity coupling. It caO be seen that preferred 

phase relation$h1ps exist as ft result of tha manner in which the floor and wall 

structures are arranged. 

f ., 16.6 Hz 

BEDROOM 
eEl LI NG 

EXClr ATt ON POI-NT 

Figure C-2.- Example frequencies and mode shapes for a one-story house 
excited by a mechanical shaker. Force input = 35.6 N~wtons (ref. 2). 

Higher order modes may in soma cases be excited for preferred loadings or 

for more complex structural configurations. Examples of such highet Order modes 

are shown in figure C-3 which relates to one of the test sttuctures of ref. 2. 

Note that resonant frequencies up to 72 Hz and more complex mode shapes are 

identified for a wall having window and doOr cutouts. 

Building structures are characterized by nonhomogenenus elements. Walls, 

floors and ce11ing~ re built up from an array of evenly spaced beams with 

sheathing on one or both Sides. The sheathing is typically attached to the beams 

at discrete points by means of nails. The resulting structure of beams and 

panels tends to respond as dynamically coupled elements but this behavior is much 

different at low frequencies than at high frequencies (ref. 8). At low 

frequencies (below 100 Hz) the response is dominated by the behavior of the 
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PLAQUEs 

-POOR 

Figure C-3.- Example higher mode respon~es of a house wall 
having dOOr and window openings (r~f. 2). 

beams, as suggest~d by the mode shap~s of figure C-2. and the sheathing panels 

play only a minor role. On tha other hand, higher order modal responses (above 

300 Hz) tend to be dominated by the ~heath1ng panels. At intermediate frequen

cies (100 to 300 Hz) the panels behave as if they were simply supported while for 

the higher fr~quenciea the panels behave as though their edges were fixed. 

Experience has shown that house structures respond in a linear manner to 

forced excitation (ref. 2). For cases where the accelerations have been measured 

for a forced excitation ~t a given frequency, the acceleration amplitudes are a 

direct linaar function of the input force. Likewise, the measured accelerations 

increase as a function of frequency for a given input fo~ce. and they generally 

occur about a straight lihe having a pos1t1v~ slope of 6 dB per octave up to fre

quencies of about 1000 HZ, the limit of measurements. 

Windows vary in size from the plata glass type which can be several meters 

in dime~sion to conventional double hung designs having much smaller sash ele

ments. All windows are si~ilar in that the major element(s) is a relatively thin 

glass plate Simply supported along its edges. A plate glass test speCimen of 
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ref. 8 hact natural reSQna~ of 9, lB. 48, anct 70 H~ for Qiman~ions of 1.22 m 

by 1.84 m. Smaller fiAnh windowa of conventional hou~as are noted to have raso M 

nant ro~ponga~ in the ranQa of noveral hundred Hartl. Thus, tho range af 

rosponse froquoncies far window componentfl of houses is consistent with thana 

for other structural eompOnant~. Evidence of window motion may bo ohserved by 

sight, by feeling. or by tho ~attling of loose elements. 

Acceleration LevelS 

A large number of measurements are a~ailable for the noise induced acceler

ations and ~tresses in hou~ structuros. These datd have come from a wide range 

of exposure conditions and rather detailed measurements were obtained for a 

number of different house structures (r~fs. 11-15) and from unpublished data by 

R. OeLoach, K. P. Shepherd, and E. F. naniels. The above studies relat~ to the 

problem of community response to subsonic ai~craft. supersonic aircraft and 

helicopters; and specifically provide data relative to house vibrations and pos

sible damage. Accelerations of the various building components such as windows, 

walls and floors are available and ~xample values ar~ given in figures C-4, C-5 

• 

1.0 

0.1 
ACCELERAT tON, 

9rms 
.01 

ACCELERATION 
LEVEL, dB 

REF 101019 
•• -PROJECTED FOR LtNEA~ RESPONSE 

120 ~):.~~ At RCRAFT AND HEll COPTER NO t SE (REF .12-
~,,~ SONI C BOOMS (REF .12 AND 131 

100 

80 

.001 60 

.0001 40 
I I I 

60 80 100 120 
PEAK SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL, dB 

140 

Figure C-4.- Measured house wall acceleration responses due to noise excitation. 
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an~ C~6. In each caSe the maasured accelerations are plottod as a function of 

tho peak soun~ .pressUre levels measure~ outside of tha house. Accalarat10n 

lavels are definad as 20 L0910(9/90) whore go R 1.0 ~g. 

Oata for wall acceleration roapon~os aro prosentod in fiQure C"4 for 

houses expo6od to no1so from eomma~e1al and mil1tary jftt aircraft; holico~tor5 

and propeller aircraft; and sonic bOoms. Tho largo amount of data for aircraft 

ftnd hOlicopter noise are enr.ompass~d by tho lower hatched aree and tho ava11aolo 

sonic boOm related data fit within the upper cross hatchod ares. These data 

which are associated with a wide variety of input spectra seem to correlate 

satisfactorily on the ba~ls of peak sound pressure lavel. It can be seen that 

the acceleration responses increase generally aa the noise l~vels increas~ and 

seem to follow a straight line relationship based on the assumption Of '11n~ar 

behavior of the structure. 

1.0 

0.1 
ACCELERATION, 

9rms 
,01 

• 001 

.0001 

ACC£lERATION 
LEVEL, dB 

REF. 1.0 ~9 
120 - PROJECTED 

100 

80 

60 • 

40 

60 

o AIRCRAFT NOISE (REF. 12-14) 
:::::.-~~ SONIC BOOMS (REF. 12 AND 13) 

'WIND TURBINE (REF. 161 

o 

80 100 120 
PEAK SOUND PRE'lSURE LEVEL, dB 

140 

Figure C-5.- Measured house floor vertical acceleration responses 
due to noise excitation. 

Siml1at' results are presented in figure C-5 for house floor vertical 

deceleration responses. Note that a limited amount of wind turbine data are 
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also included from (ref. 16). All of the other data shown are for the Same test 

structures as in figure e-G. and apply directly to the ground floor only. Floor 

accelerations Seem to fol1 A w generally a lt~ea~. reSponse relationship as did the 

wall response data. The scatter is, however. considerably greater than for the 

wall data and the responses are about 10 dB lower in level for a given noise 

level input. For comparable inputs. the asSOciated horizontal acceleration 

values are note,} ir'l t'efs. 12-14 to be about equal to or are slightly greater 

than the vertical values given in the figure. 

Measured accellration responses for several conventional double hung 

windows are shown in ti9u~ C-6. Good correlation is ~een for a range of widely 

different aircraft, heli~opter and wind turbine-noise inputs. and the trend of 

the data indicates linear ~e~ponse$ (refs. 14-16 and unpublished work of R. 

DeLoach, K. P. Shepherd, and E. F. naniels). tor a given input level the window 

response~ are noted to be abou~ 10 dB higher in level than the associated wall 

responses. 
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Flgure C-6.- f.t!asured house \'/indow accelerat1onresponses 
due to noise excitation. 
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Oamaga Experience 

Very little if any d,unage to elements of tho structure is exllectod except 

at extreme values of tho input noise level. F.xper1~nce for blasting, p.xplosions 

and for sonic booms suggest that damage to houses may occur at peak ilccp,leration 

values between about 0.3 9 and 3.0 9 in the frequency range of 10 Hz to 100 Hi! 

respectively (ref. 17). It can he sOen that the measured levels of wall, floor 

and window acc~lerations which are cited for aircraft. helicopter, and wind 

turbine noise are generally lower than 0.3 9 and hence no damage is expected. 

Sonic boom excitation which is associated with the extreme values of i~put 

pressure has been bl~med for som~ insipient damage to light structural ele~ents 

such ~s windows, plaster and tile surfaces, etc., (refs. 7 and 10). 

VIBRATIONS OF ACCESSORIES 

Wall ot floor vibrations of the types described dbov~ can give ris~ to the 

vihration of wall or floor mounted objects such as pictures, mirrors, plaques, 

lamps, etc. Such objects are usually in contact with the larger surface at one 

ot more discrete points or along a houndary line, and are put into motion 

because of the vibratory motions of the surface. Such excitation of objects 

results in high freqlHmcy impact sounds, high frequency vibrations or some 

associated optical phenomena which serve to identify the event and by so doing 

cause annoyance of nearby observers. This is an example of nonlinear vibration 

responses, for which the subaudible frequency excitation of a wall for'instance 

can caUSe audi b 1e frequency rdnge responses in a wall mounted object such as a 

ricture (refs. 2, 3 and 9). The rattling of such accessories can be a factor in 

annoyance. 

The data of figure C-7 are included to indicate the range of acceleration 

responses expected from vibrating accessories. Two d'ifferent cr1te,.la Hnes are 

included from ref. 9. Roth are shown a, being horizontal because no significant 
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WAll OR FLOOR 
ACCELERATIONS, 

9rms 0.1 

.01 

PREDICTION FOR 
WAll MOUNTl:O 

':'~', ",:'~, :,,;~ .. : .. ::, '::"i.":."~'·;·'" " ,I 

Figure C-7.- Criteria for the rattling of wdll and floor mount~d 
objects due' to vihratory t~xcitatio" (rpf. q). 

effects of frequency were i dent Hh~ in any of the experimpntal data. The top 

line is drawn dt 1.0 9 and is the prediction for rattlin~ in the case of normal 

contact as for an object resting on a horizontal vihrating surfate such as the 

floor. The hatched area represents the range of comparahle experimental data 

and sug~lests that in practical C,'lses some raUl in~l mi9ht l}CCUr at acc~leration 

levels less than 1.0 g. 

For cases where objects arl~ suspl~nd(1d in p<'nciulum fashion fron1 the wall the 

lower criteria linc might apply. It should apply theoretically to situations 

whl~re t.h~ h,ln9 an91e (an~lh~ between wall and han~lin9 flat l')bject.) is ahout 3'). 

Tht~ cross hatchi n~l reprl'sHnts t.hl' ranqe M data aV(i 11 ab 1 c for a number of 

llhJl'cts such as pltlqUtlS, pic,ttlres ilnd mirrol'5, from house situations and for a 

st.t~l'.\l ball in labor,ltory tests. Tht' SCtltter of ll1e"surl~d rl'sults SlImwsts that 

small vdriations in the wall ~ll'o!l1ptr.v or thtlt. of thl' s\lSpendl~ci oh,1pc,t. c,an bp 

-;iqnificdnt. By implictlt.iol1, t'''jt''cts thilt han~l by sll1alh~r htlng anl1h's art' 

slIsc<'pttble to rattle at lower acceleration ll'vl'ls. 
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VIRRATION PERCEPTION CRITERIA 

One of the common W4;Vs by which a person may sense tho no15e" induced e)(c1 .. 

tat10n of a house is ,through structural vibrations. Thh mode Of observation is 

particular.ly significant at. frequencies below tho throshold of normal h~ar1ng or 

in the low fre~uency range where the ear is less Sensitive. 

There are no standards available for the thresl";o1d of perception Of vibra

tion by occupants cf buildings. The ISO T~chnical Committee lOR has, howaver, 

publish~d guidelines (refs. 18 and 19) for interim use. Together they cover the 

frequency range .063 Hz to 80 Hz. The approp~iate turves from eaeh of the above 

doeuments are reproduced in figure C-8 and are repre~l "~ed by the composite 

heavy 11ne curve. This curve repres~nts the combined re~ponses Of a person in 

either the up and down, fore and aft. or sideways d1rections which~er is the 

most sensitive. Ibis is believed appropriate for the house vibration case 

because persons may be in various positions when experiencing vibrations. ~or 

ACCELERATION 
LEVEL, dB 
RE~. 1.0 IJg 

0.1 100 
-COMPOSITE ISO GUIDELINES 

(REF. 18 AND 19) 

ACCELERATION, .01 80 

/ / / / RANGE OF DATA (REF. 20-21) 
~WIND TURBINE oBSERVATIONS 

(REF. 28) 
9rms 

.001 60 

.0001 40 

20--~---------~----------~--------~ 
0.1 1.0 10 100 
ONE·THIRD OCTAVE BAND CENTER FREQUENCY, Hz 

Figure C-R.- Most sensitive threshold of perception 
of vibratory motion by humans. 
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the conditions of tha above curve the bu1ld!ags are assumed to be properly sea1ed 

a~d acoustically insulated so that significant sounds are not transmitted to the 

occupants and thus 0"1y vibeations are sensed. 

The hatched-region of figure C-R encompasses the p~rception threshOld data 

obtained in a number of independent studies (refs. 20-25). Differe~t investi

gators, uSing different mea$ufement techniques have obtained valuaS which extend 

over a ~ange of about a factor of 10 in vibration amplitude. The composite ISO 

gu1de~1nes curve of figure-C.R is judged to be the be~t representation of the 

available whole body vibration perception data. 

Note the two cross hatched regions on figure C-8 from the data of ref. 26. 

Th~se are estimated one-third octave band levels Of vibrations which were judged 

perceptible in two different house structures excited by wind turbine noise. Based 

on the values of the ISO guidelin~3 curve they would be judged marginally percep

tible and thus Seem to constitute a ~ood confirmation of the other perception 

threshold data of figure C-8. 

House building vibrations of walls and windows may also be observed by 

means of tactile perception. The available tactile perception data in the fre

quency range of interest is shown in figure C-9. The most extensive study ;s 

reported in ref. 27 and is represented by the s011d curve. R~sults of a series of 

more abbreviated studies from ref. 28 are represented by the hatched ares. It can 

be seen that there is a trend toward lower Se~s1t1vity as the frequency increases. 

The ser.sit1vity to tactile perception is about equal to that for whole body 

perception (fig. C-8) in the rahge of frequencies near 100 Hz. Note that window 

and wall vibrations may be observed by tactile perception at peak noise level 

excitations of about 90 dB (fig. C-6) and 100 dB (fig. C-4) respectively. 
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Figure C-9.- Thresholds of tactile perception. 

HOUSE NOISE ATTENUAiIONS 

Another phenom~non observed ~ the occupants of a house is the noise 

transmitted to the inside spaces from the outside. The inside noise exposures 

a~e different from tho~e on the outside because of the influence of the house 

1000 

structu~e as the noise is transmitt~d through it. Under normal circumstances the 

noise levels are reduced. Oata showing example house noise red~ctions as a 

function of frequency are given in figure C-10. The hatched area encompasses 

results obtain~d in refs. 1-6. The noise reduction values of the ordinate are 

the differences between inside and outside readings. The most obvious result is 

that the noise reductions are larger at the higher frequencies. This implies 

that the measured spectra inside the house will have relatively less high 

frequency content than those on the outside •. 

There are very few data available at the low frequencies (below 50 Hz). In 

this range the wavelengths are comparable to the dimensions of the rooms and 

there is no longer a diffuse sound field on the inside (ref. 29). Other 

complicating factors are the role of stiffness at these lower frequencies and 4S 
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1000 

figure C-IO.- House noise reduction as a function of frequency 
for the windows closed condition. 

1.0000 

the existence of p~essure leaks. The inside distribution of pressure can be 

non-uniform becduse of standing wave patterns, organ pipe modeS and cavity 

resonantes due to room, closet and hall way configurations. The antiCipated 

large variation of sound pressure levels from one location to another at very 

low excitation frequencies has not been documented for houses. Thus, it is 

difficult to characterize the low frequency noise en~irODlIJ.ent ins'ide a house 

structure based on a knowledge of the outside noise environment. 

LOW FREQUENCY NOISE PERCEPTION CRITERIA 

There are fragmentary reports (ref. 5) that indicate some unusual reactions 

to noise at very low frequencies, particularly when such noises are observed 

inside a structure or a vehicle. The data of figure C-ll are representative of 

some of the documented cases. A number of these are cited where low frequency 

noise from industrial operations has propagated relatively long distances into 

residential areas and has resulted 1n complaints. The hatched area of figure 

C-l1 encompasses the ranges of frequency and noise level which are believed to 
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Figure C-ll.- Range of low frequency inside noise levels 
which caused adverse reactions by occupants. 

have caused the complaints. In all cales the levels of the higher frequency 

noise portions of the spectra were judged to be we11 within knOwn tolerable 

limitS. T~e low frequency components (below 125 Hz) are thu~ believed to be 

most significant. 

It can be seen that many of the frequency-noise level combinations are 

below those of the hearing thresholds of references 30 and 31. Thus there is an 

indication that there are significant extra-auditory effects SUCh as noise 

induced house vibration or that there are localized areas in the houses where 

the ifiside noise levels ate considerably higher than the limited data indicate. 

CONCLUnING REMARKS 

Buildings respond readily to noise exCitations and their responses can play 

an important role in community reactions to noise. Walls. floors. ceilings and 

large windows respond mainly in the "oil canning" modes at f,'equenc1es below 

100 Hz and their motions are controlled largely by the beam elements. At higher 
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frequencieS the sheathing panelS playa greater role-and are the dominant elements 

at frequencies above about 300 Hz~Measur~d accelerations fo~ a number of dif" 

fet'ent types of nohe inputs correlate genarally on the basis of p.eak noise level 

and increase linearly as the input level 1ncreas~s. Wall and floor mounted ohjects 

such as lamps, pictures, m1rrors, etc., may rattle by excitation of the main struc= 

tufa. 

Criteria are included for perception of vibration, perception of low frequency 

noise, the ~att~1ng of wall and floor mounted objects, and noise induced damage of 

secondary structures and furnishings. 
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APPENDIX n 

CONSIOERATIONS fOR ATMOSPHERIC PROPAGATION OP-WINO TURaINE NOISE 

IN1~ODUC110N 

The attenuation of sound as it propagatGs from a Source to an observer is 

influenc~d by various phenomena, including geomstric spreading, air and ground 

absorption, refraction. diffraction and scattering. Th~ relativa importance of 

these mechanisms will vary from one particular situation to another. 

A br1ef description of each phenomenon will be given and prediction tech. 

niques applicable to large wind turbine operations will be described. 

SOUND PROPAGATION PHENOMENA 

Geometric Spreading 

The propagation Of sound from a point-source in a-homogeneo~s, loss-l~ss 

atmosphere, far from any boundaries will cause the sound pressure level to 

decrease with increasing distance due to the expansiOn of the acoustic wave 

fronts. There is a constant decrease when the propagation distance is changed 

by a fixed ratio. This may be expressed by: 

SPL1 - SPL2 • 20 10910 (~ ) 
rl 

whe~e SPLl is the sound pressure level at a distance r1 from the source. SPL 2 

is the sound pressure level at a reference distance r2 from the source. 

This phenomenon is often referred to as spherical spreading and may be 

quantified as 6 dB per halving or doubling of distance. It is independent of 

frequency, and is of major importance in al' situations of sound propagation. 
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Air Absorption 

Atrnospher1e ab~tion 'o~~aa have two basic forms: 

(1) Class1cal los~oa 4S~6c1atad with tho-eh4nga of acoustical anergy into 

hoat by fundamental gas transport p~OpertiQs 

(2) FOr polyatomic gases, relaxation' losses aSSOciated with thO change of 

kinetic ena~gy of the molecules into internal energy within the ~nlQ

cules themselves (ref. 1). 

The absorption due td both theso effects is frequency dependent and is a func

tion of the propagation path distance, the humidity content and the tempera

ture. The effects of distance and humidity are well established (ref. 1). 

Atmospheric absorption losses are generally expressed 11'1 terms of 1\ change 

in sound pressure l~al per unit of distance. At low frequ~ncies these losses 

are extremely small, increasing to a few decibels per 1000 ft at 2 kHz. Except 

at very high frequencies, atmospheric absorption need only be considered. when 

the propagation distances are long. Howev~r, this effect may be important for 

wind turbine applications, particularly for downwind propagation (see later 

section - Refraction). The data of reference 1 for standard atmospheric condi

tions (200 C, 70 percent relative humidity) have be~n adapted for use in the 

guide. Changes in humidity are unimportant unless-below 20 percent, in which 

case refer~nce 1 should be consulted. 

Fi~ure D-1 illustrates the combined effects of spherical spreading and 

atmospheric absorption. Shown in this figure are sound pressure level reduc

t10n~ to be applied to a reference sound pressure level (measured or predicted 

at 200 m) as a functicn of frequel'lcy and distance from the wind turbine. 
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Figure D-1.- Noise level reductions due to spherical spreading and 
atmospheric absorption for various frequencies as a 

fU,lct i on of distance from wi nd turbi ne. 

Refraction 

Vertical temperature and wind gradients are generally present close to a 

ground surface due to heat exchange between the ground and the air and due to 

friction between the moving air and the ground. Wind velocity adds to or sub

tracts from the speed of sound depending on whether the propagation is downwind 

or upwind. A vertical wind gradient thus results in an effective speed of sound 

gradient. In the case of upwind propagation, the sound waves are hent upwards 

resulting in the formation of a shadow zone, inside which rapid sound 
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attonuation takes placo. ttl the downwind dirvct10n sound waves .tre bent 

downw~rds and may rosult in focusing, which c~lIses an incroasc in sound 19vfll 

ovor that which would norm,l11y bl" O)(flcctod. 

4"-- UPWINO + Llm~NWl ND ---+ 

WIND 

SOURCE 

~ GROUND SURf-ACl: 

In a normal adiabatic atmosphere, t~mper\1tllre decreases with height ahove 

the ground. Since tM speed of sound is pi'oportional to the sqllare root of 

temperature, the decreaS i n9 sound spl'('\cI grad; cnt causes sound waves to be bent 

upwards as in upwind propagation_ with the resulting format.ion of a shadow 

zone. Under certain conditions tamperature inversions occur, resulting in sound 

waves being bent downwards. 

lIpwin~ Propagati_~~ 

For flat terrain, the diStance along the ground from the noise source to 

the edge of the shadow zone is given by (ref, 5): 
F2 h c 

/ 0 o VA"""n cosO • meters 
h ~ source height, m 

Co ~ speed of sound, ~/s 
A c speed of sound gradiant duo to 

temperature, sec· 1 

R = wind velocity gradient, ~GC-l 
o ~ angle hetween wind vector and 

propagation direction 



For wind tul'bil'le applications tt may be assumed that tho affects of temp

orature gradients are small compared to thoso of wind gradionts. furthormoro 

if tho sound is propagating upwind and tho valuQ of wind vftlocity grdd10nt is 

cho~on at n point hI? it may be shown that, for qra~s coverod torrain, 

Vr-,wind voloc.ity at the s()urc~. m/s 

It is apparMt that t.ho distance to the Sthldow ZOOt.1 increases with 

increasing source height and decreasing wind velocity. The guide, therefore, 

usdS a conservative approach based upon the lowest oporating wind speed. 

Low-freqll~nty impulsive noise is caused by blade/tower-wake interactions. 

It is recommdnded that for this type of noise the source height be the bottom of 

the r~tor disk (hi in fig. 0-2), the distance at which the blade is closest to 

the ground surface. For higher frequency (trai 1 ing ~dge) no15e the source 

height should be the top of the rotor disk (hz). Figure 0-2 illustrates the 

effects of sourCe height and \'1ind velocit.y on the distance to tt,~ shadow lone. 
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The prea1ct1on of sound lavelfi at. distances within the shad~w lane is basad 

upon the method presentod in reference 5. F1gu~o 0-3 illustrates the expected 

attenuation as a function of frequency at various distances into tho shado~ lone 

from the downwind edge. This QXCOSS attenuation is a strong function Of 

frequency, the largest attenuation being as~oc1ated with the higher 

froquencies. For instance. At 6 distance of 40n m into th~ shadow zonG th~ 

excess attenuation is S dR at 60 Hz and 25 dB at 500 Hz. 

The prediction of sound pr~ssurc levels at distances graater than 400 m is 

based upon Spherical spreading and atmosph~r1c ahsorption (fig. D-1). 
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Figure D~3.~ Excess sound attenuation inside the shadow zone as 
a function of frequency and distance. 

Downwind Pro~agation 

Emp I ri cal data have shown that foctls i ng of sound rays downwi nd of a source 

can result in enhanced far field noise levels of 26~30 dB (ref. 6). Geometric 

ray theory has been shown to be useful for pr('d1ction purposes but requires. as 

input. high resolution meteorological data. which is generally not available. 
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Hencv, precise estimates of tho location and magnitude of enhanced sound levels is 

extremely difficult. The recomm~hrlAd procedUre does not include the effects of 

fO l.:using. 

Crosswind Propa9ation 

A wind gradient will only minimally affect crossw'illd sound propagatiOn. 

Consequontly the recommendad procedure treats crosswind propagation the same as 

dowhwind propagation. 

Ground Absorption 

Reflection of sound by a surface may affect obServad sound pressure levels by 

two processes. An, acoustic wave reflected from the surface may interfere with the 

cti rect wave. 

SOURCE DIRECT RECEIVER 

In a sti 11, homogeneous atmosphere the interfere:mce pattern may be pred; cted from 

knowledge of the difference in path length between the direct and reflected ray and 

from knowledge of any phase c.hange introduced by reflection at the ground surface. 

For frequencies at which the direct and reflected waves are in phase at the 

receiver, a pressure doubting will occur, yielding a 6 dB increase in sound pres

sure level. If the direct and reflected waves are lROo out of phase, cancellation 

will occur. 

Sound levels are also affected by loss of energy upon reflectioh. This pro

cess is referred to as surface absorption and is particularly important when both 

source and receiver are close to the ground. Procedures based upon theoretical 

and empirical results are available which predict sound pressure levels at 
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receiver positions above uniform surfaces of knOwn acoustical impedance in the 

absence of strong wind and/or temp~rature gradients (refs. 2-4). Predictions of 

ground attanuation were made using the procedure of reference 3 for a flat 

grass-covered surface and vari OUS source hei ghts and recehet'.d.i stances --1he 

receiver height was chosen to be close to the ground so that destructive inter

ferMce only occurred at fl"eqlJenci es hi gher than tho~e of interest. Summary 

data are given in figure 0-4. ~or large rec~iver distances and any reasonable 

receiver height (less than 3m) reflection at the ground surface will result in 

increased sound pressure lev~ls at the lowest frequencies (less than 20 Hz). If 

the recommended propagation procedure is applied to measured data this effect 

will automatically be included. If based upon theoretical predictio~s a correc

tion should be applied. This has not been included in the recommended procedure 

due to the relative unimportance of frequencies below 20 Hz. 

The interference pattern at higher frequencies is very sensitive to the 

source-receiver geometry and the choice of an appropriate receiver height is far 

from obviOus. A further complication concerns the effect of wind gradients on 

the interference pattern. There are some indications (ref. 7) that sound propa

gation above 500 Hz in th~ downwind direction shows no effect of ground absorp

tiM. At lower frequencies Some absorption is observed but since the recom

mended procedure does not account for focusing in the downwind direction, the 

effects of the ground have been omitted for reasons of conservatiSm and simpli

city. The propagation distances in the upwind direction are relatively sho~t, 

and again due to uncertainties regarding the receiver height and effects of 

refraction, ground absorption has been omitted. 

Oiffraction and Scattering 

In a shielded region, for eKample behind a house or a hill, sound levels 

may be limited by diffraction and scattertn~. These phenomena are so site. 

specific that they have not been considered in the guide. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The recommended.procedure, in essence, consists of two parts: upwind 

propagation and downwind propagation. rhe decay of sound pressure level with 

distance in the downwind direction is simply the summation of losses due to 

atmospheric absorption, which is frequency dependent, and the reduction due to 

spherical spreading, which is independent of frequency. The procedure for calcu

lating sound pressure levels upwind of the source is mOre complex and ~equires 

the computation of the distance to the shadow zone, which is determined by the 

source hsight above the ground surface and the wind velocity gradient. At loca

tions between the sOurce and the Shadow zone, sound pressure ~evels are deter

mined from spherical spreading and atmospheric absorption. Inside the shadow 

zone, there occurs a rapid reduction in sound preSSure level, which is frequency 

dependent. 

AS should be clear from the preceding discussions, various assumptions and 

simplifications have been made in the development of the recommended-proeedures. 

It is believed that in the upwind direction the adopted approach is conservative 

so that measured sound pressure levels will be less than those predicted. How

ever, in the downwind direction this may not be the case. As mentioned ptevi

ously, refractive focusing can produce greatly enhanced sound pressure levels, 

but such effects are unstable in terms of both time and location of occurtence. 

An attempt has been made to compensate for such effects by neglecting ground 

attenuation in the calculation procedure. This deficiency is a reflection of the 

serious lack of data available for downwind sound propagation. 
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APP~NOIX £ 

E~AMPLE CALCULATIONS 

INTRODUCTION 

In this Appcnd1~ 4 step.bY-$tap procedure is out11nen to enable the user to 

derive the theoretical sound pressure levels as a function of distance from the 

wind turbine from m@tlsured or pred1ctori nata obta1nad at one (preferably 

downwind) location. Numerica1 information 1s u$ed in an effort to simulate a 

real.life Situation. Oetect1on thresholdS are determined to assess human 

exposure to wind turbine n01se. The oxample is graphically illustrated in figure 

E-l. 

An examp1a two-bladed wind turbine, having a diameter of 80 m.operates 

at 30 rpm in a 6 m/s wind. which was me~surert at the hub of the 60 m hi~h SU~

porting tower. The backgtound noise was measured to be 35 dBA and was shaped 

Similarly to the one-third octave h~spectrum in figure B-6. The wind turbine 

sound was analyzed on a narrow band and a one-third octave band basis at a 

distance of 160 m from the machine. Although the whole spectrum should be 

evaluated, three frequencies representing the limiting cases of detection a~e 

chosen for uSe in this example: 

(a) a 40 Hz impulsive sound with a narrow band sound pressu~e level of 72 dB; 

(b) a 10 Hz impulsive sound with a one-third octave band sound pressure level of 

RO dB and (c) a 1000 Hz broadband sound with a ana-third octave band sound 

pressure level of 59 dB. 

EVALUATION PROCEOURE 

The 1mpu1sive sound (narrow band and one-third octave) and broadband sound 

(one-third octave) will be evaluate~ individually for the upwind and downwind 

cases. They will be weighted against the detection thresholds for impulsive 

sound. building vibrations. and broadband sound. 
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Impulsive Sound (Narrow band) 

Upwind 
. . . .. $_ 

Step 1: Calculate the sound pra~~ure leve' SPL2 at the reference distance 

(200 m). from the sound pressure leval (SPL1) measured at a 

distance r (in meters) frOm the wJn~ turbine USing the rQ'~t1gnsh1p: 

SPL? B sPt.1 + 20 109 10 m 
SPL2 g 72 + ?n log ~ m 70 dB 

Step 2: Determi ne th.e.. di stance to the 'edg~ of the shadow zone (D) us 1 ng 

fi gure 6. 

hi CI 20 11'1 

wind velocity III 6 m/S I o 1:1 300 m 

Step 3: Oetermine the sound pr~ssure lavel reduction (LO) over the 

distance 0 using figure 5. 

o UI 300 m 

f=40Hz 
} Ln' 4 dB 

+ SPL3 1:1 70 - 4,= 66 d~ at 300 m 

Step 4: oetermine the excess sound attenuation (LE) in the shadow zonQ by 

use of f1 gure 7. 

f c 40 Hz LE ~ 6 dB 

step 5: Determine the sound pressure level reduction at a distance 0 + 400m 

from the wind turbine with the help of figure 5. 

o + 400 1:1 700 m 

I. LO+400 1:1 11 dB 
f = 40 Hz 



Step 6: Datermine the sound pre~sure lavel-4t the end of tha ~hadow ~ane 

(SPl4) by adding t,.g 'umoari oota1.fH~d under Stapa 4 Itnd 6 and 

subtracting the result fram the number in Step 1. 

'·1 , 

SPL4 " SPL2 • (LE + LD+400) ____________ _ 

SPL4 A 53 dB at 700 m 

Step 1: Calculate tho sound pressure level at any distance from the wind 

turbine past the Shadow zone by detormining the sound pressure 'ove' 

reduction found in figure 6 and eorrecting for the excess 

attenuation in the shadow zone. 

SPLX II SPL2 • (LE + LX) 

OOwnwind -
Step 8: Calculata the sound-pressure 'evel at any distance from the wind 

turbine by determining the sound pressur~ level reduction from 

t1gure S. 

SPLx = SPL2 - LX 

Perception Threshold (Impulsive Sound) 

Step 9: Determine the detection threshold for impulsive sound using fi~ure 9 

(narrow. band) 

30 rpm 

2 blades } 1 Hz fundamental 

f = 40 Hz 

background ~ 35 dBA 

Ti II 45 dB 
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Impulsive Sound (OnoeThird Octave Rand) 

Staps 1 through a are ~poat6d for the Qno.third octave band frequency 

~paetrum of the 1mpu1$1ve noise. S1n~e the one.third octave ba~d sound pr035yra 

level at a center frequency of 10 Hz is 8 dB h1gha~ than the narrow band level at 

40 Hz~11 numbers calculated in tho proeadure ahove have to be increased by B dB 

(figure E.1). 

Porception Thrdshol d (Bul1 d1 ng Vibration) 

Step 9: Determine the perception threshold for build1ng vibration using 

f1gura 11 (one-third octave tand) 

40 Hz 

walls 

40 Hz 

floor 

} Twa. 70 dB 

I Tn· 80 dB 

Broadband Sound 

The same procedure as for impulsive $ound is applicable to the broadband 

sound. This will result 1n the following: 
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Upwind 

Step 1: SPL2 II 59 + 20 log ~~~= 57 dB 

Step 2: h2 II 100 ~ 

wind velocity = 6 m/s 

Step 3t 0 II 2200 m 

f :: 1000 Hz I 
I o = 2200 m 

LO II 28 dB 

SPL = 57 - 28 = 29 dB at 2200 m 

.... ... ., .' .... ~. ....... . .. 

(fig, 6) 

(fi9_ 5) 



Stap 4: f q 1000 Hz L£ R 30 dB (fig. 7) 

Thh will bring tha flound pra~fwra 'laval tn tha fihadow ton" down to lflro, ana 

obviously, bolow tho detoetion thraahola. ThiR 1~ il1uatratod in ff~ura E~t. 

Downw1 nd 
===-~ •. --

Stop 8: The sound prossuro loval at any d1atanco from tho wind turbine ~lln 

be cal cuhtod by datarrn1 n1 nO tho snund prtH1SUl'O IOvel reduct ion from 

f1 gure 5. 

SPLx 0 SPL2 • LX 

perception Threahold (Broadband Sound) 

Step 9: netermine the det~ct;on threshold for the broadband sound by 

cOmparing the one.third octave band sou"d preSSUf'e laval of the wind 

turbine to the level of t~e background noise at the same c~nter 

frequency. 

figure 9·6 

f = IMO Hz I 
CONCLUOING REMARKS 

For the example problem cited herein, no adverse hu~an response due to 

building vibration is to be expected at locations 1n excess of 340 m upwind and 

in excess of 430 m downwind fro~ the wind turbine generator (fig. E.l). Wind 

turbine sound will be limited by a broadband sound det~ction distance of 2250 m 

upwind and an impulsive sound detection distance of 3300 m in a downwind 

direction. Outside this region wind turbine sound is not detectable. while 

within these limiting distances community response may be estimated from Table I. 
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Figure E-l~ Sound pressure levels as ~ function of distance for 
example problem of Appendix E. (Results ar~ used to assess 

human exposure to wind turbine noise.) 


